"Fashion is not merely

glitz & glam, it's also

wear with comfort,

ease and acceptance."

-Rainna Goel

THE CUR8ABLES
ADAPTIVE

CLOTHING

BY

RAINNA
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thecur8ables.com
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STYLEBOOK

MEN'S WEAR
Our men's dressing solutions include
back open shirts, elastic waist pants,
magnetic zipper jackets and wheelchair
pants for the disabled. They are good
for men recovering from an injury,
surgery or those who experience
paralysis, arthritis and Parkinson’s etc.

WOMEN'S WEAR
Our women's adaptive clothing includes
outfits with elastic waist pants featuring
side zippers paired with coordinating
back-snap tops, adaptive dusters,
adaptive dresses etc. The clothing
options feature snaps, zippers, elastic,

OUR STORY

From elastic, snaps, magnets,

velcro in order to simplify
dressing and undressing.

THE CUR8ABLES brings together easy to
wear,

‘adaptive clothing’

large buttons, easy zippers,

designed to

address the dressing needs of the

drawstrings, velcro fasteners

disabled. It has been curated by Rainna
Goel with a goal to make dressing

& custom made clothing,

easier by offering a varied selection of
affordable adaptive clothing,
accessories and footwear.

PRE-LOVED
Our pre-loved collection consists of
adaptive clothes made from clothes

we carry it all!

donated. We up-cycle them into custom
adaptive clothing as per our client's
personal sizing & requirements.

The Cur8ables

BACK FLAP TEE FOR POLIO & PARALYSIS

CUR
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The full back overlap t-shirt with two snaps at one
shoulder, making it completely openable and avoids
pressure points. This design is simple and efficient,
making it ideal for the disabled people by providing
them functional clothing with styling. This design also
aids people suffering from osteoporosis, making selfdressing no struggle.
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ADAPTIVE TOP FOR LOCO MOTOR DISABILITY
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This women's cotton adaptive top is used for those with
locomotor disabilities. It’s a modern top that is adapted
for caregiver's convenience with a back flap and is simply
to be worn from the front. The faux metal double snap
thecur8ables.com

buttons are placed on the shoulders. This top allows the
individual's arms to slide into the garment's sleeves
without struggle. This top reduces dressing time for
elderly/seniors/disabled women.
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SHOULDER VELCRO JERSEY SHIRT
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This unisex jersey shirt is used as post surgery wear for
those with multiple medical conditions such as finger
dexterity, arthritis, Parkinson's etc. It has velcro on
both shoulders of the shirt, making the garment
accessible, as well as an internal strap to hold the
shirt while dressing. It allows the patient to wear the
t-shirt without having to raise/lower the arms.
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WOMEN’S MAXI WITH SIDE OPENING FOR SPINAL
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CORD INJURIES

Our women's side opening maxi is for wheel chair users and
those with limited mobility, or spinal cord injuries. It's lined with
velcro running through one side, making it fully detachable
right from the shoulder through the length. Wheelchair users
and people who are frail or bed ridden will find it easier to
dress since the maxi provides ample scope for movement.
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ADAPTIVE KURTA WITH CROSS BACK OPENING
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FOR WHEELCHAIR USERS AND ALZHEIMER’S

Our men's adaptive kurta with cross back opening is used for
those with limited mobility, Alzheimer’s or arm stiffness etc.
This functional cotton kurta has snap buttons on the shoulders,
making it easier for people confined to dress themselves. The
back overlap is snapped into place on the shoulder snaps.
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BACK ZIP PANTS FOR INCONTINENCE

Our back zip pants for incontinence or bladder irregularity
have and elasticised waist for extra comfort. The zip is for
easy-excretion/passage for incontinent or wheel chair
dependent patients. These incontinence pants allow

quick

and easy changes through the day. These handicapped unisex
pants are designed for seated dressing.
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